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 Police- Military Abuses are very common nowadays, Philippines is one of those country 
that kind of business undergo. It is embarrassing that those people in the position or a 
government employees doing such thing like corruption in a sense that they asking money to 
those civilians whether they were poor or not. This abuses usually done to that poor person who 
doesn’t belong to any connection in the government and even though their violations aren’t big 
still they’re doing something to give those people as benefits. Sometimes if poor people who 
doesn’t have the means to pay their services they reject it without knowing that it is their 
responsibility to take some action for those people that are victim in any crime. It is sad to know 
that only few government employees are doing their job and most of them killed because they 
were doing their responsibilities. One reason, this kind of abuses occurs because of poverty 
which I think that those in the higher position are also corrupting from those lower position. 
They do not give the right salary and at the same time they also doing crime. Some government 
employees doing these things it is because they were in the position and they think that they were 
dominant to those who are not in the position. Corrupting minor and rape case sometimes 
committed by this kind of people and the most painful for the part of the victims is that they 
don’t have justice because the one who are in the position are the one who commit the crime to 
them and sometimes they are using their power to run on their crime. Mostly, you can only 
approach them if you have the money if you don’t have the means the process of taking action 
are very slow and they will let you wait until the case will be close or they will no longer take 
action at all. This kind of business I think should be minimized or stop in order for the people to 
live in harmony and happiness. On the other hand, those government employees that committed 
crime must teach their lesson or give lesson in order for other government employees will give 
example that doing bad things or violating something must not implement at all. 


